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DISPATCH

Please pay your dues. It is extremely

REMEMBER WHEN……

important to pay your dues on time.
They are what keeps the WVRA
established and the Dispatch
running. So please pay your dues .
And remember to recruit.

Picture and news article
submitted by Michael Phillips

WVRA MEETING
PLACE INFO:
Steer Steakhouse # 9
100 Market Place Mall
Weston, WV
(304) 269-7666
Calendar of Events

WVRA Reminders...Dues…..Newsletter Deadlines

*****
Membership Directory will be provided in April or May every year to the WVRA membership
WVRA Meeting February 6 only. If you do not wish to be included in the directory please contact your Secretary and
3:00 Weston
Steer Newsletter Editor of the WVRA BEFORE April 1. Directory WILL NOT be posted on the web
Steak house
*****
WVRA Meeting March 6
DUES NEED TO BE PAID
Articles, pictures, or inforBY
MARCH EVERY YEAR
3:00 Weston
Westmation to be included in
WVRA
Membership dues is
the Trans-Allegheny Disern Steer Steakhouse
$15
per
year,
FAMILY dues
*****
April patch MUST be emailed by
are $25. ( both includes DisFeb 15 to
re10 Civil War Ball Clarksburg
patch Subscription)
Check Out Our Web Site
at:
www.wvra.org

beld4h@yahoo.com
*****
Or mailed by Feb 10 to:
Jack & Tonya Daft
479 Plum Run Road
Mannington WV 26582

DISPATCH only $10 per
year, mail to : TREASURER

Porter Stiles
1258 Bell Run Road
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Civil War Presentation at West Milford School

This is how we keep youth interested in the history of our area and the Civil War…..West Milford School contacted Bill Snyder about providing
a Civil War educational event at their school. And
of course Ole’ Bill jumped at the chance and contacted Jack and Tonya Daft as his usual back up.
The special event was planned and everyone was
really looking forward to it. Then the Daft family
was hit with family illness, hospitalization and turmoil, and could not make the event. With the
drop of an email the heroes of the day Abigail
Reynolds and Carol Rowe volunteered to fill in for
them and provided the youth at West Milford,
along with Bill Snyder, a very extraordinary educational presentation that everyone from teachers,
youth, to fellow re-enactors are still talking about.
This is how we pass on the legacy of our history.
Great job everyone! And Thank You...The Dafts
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Hear Ye ! Hear Ye ! We need OFFICERS !!!!! And
A very BIG reminder, we need to start thinking about nominations for officers. Please DO NOT Nominate someone that does not want the position. And please remember you can VOLUNTEER yourself for a position. Please email me with nominations or any of your other Present Executive Board Members. Need nominations or volunteers for President,
Vice, Treasurer, Newsletter Editor, Secretary. and your officers for the
WVRA units of TASAS, Union, Confederate, Infantry, Artillery, Calvary.
A request has also been made that someone else takes over the job of
WVRA web master and Donnie Stewart and Lisa Johnson have VOLUNTEERED and they were also nominated and suggested for that position.
Voting for our new LEADERS is in March.

Civil War Ball Updates
The Civil War Ball was tentatively scheduled for April 10. Phyllis Baxter emailed
that April 10 is OK with the band. The church is available and Chuck Critchfield
placed it tentatively on hold for the WVRA. We needed to make sure that this
date did not conflict with any other plans. So Tonya Daft sent out email to everyone asking if there was a possible problem with that date. And since no one answered back negatively on that date from the emails that were sent out, we are
preparing for the dance to be April 10. We had to set the date now (Jan) because
if we wait until the annual organizational meeting then it is too late to schedule
the church and the band. Looking forward to seeing everyone there.

For timely discussions about
CW events, clothing, firearms,
and yes, even personalities in
the hobby,
Go To
www.authenticcampaigner.com
Or www.cwreenactors.com

The link http://www.wvra.
org/page12.html will take
you straight to the equipment page and links to several Sutlers to buy your
stuff from. Come join us at
our next event and we will
out fit you so you can try it
out.

Tim Glaser

The association has
$1,372.35 in the account
at the end of the year. No
checks have been
written for November or
December Porter Stiles
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DID YOU KNOW
THIS ?
It was necessary to keep a good
supply of cannon balls near the
cannon on old war ships. But how
to prevent them from rolling about
the deck was the problem. The
storage method devised was to
stack them as a square based pyramid, with one ball on top, resting
on four, resting on nine, which
rested on sixteen. Thus, a supply
of 30 cannon balls could be
stacked in a small area right next
to the cannon. There was only one
problem -- how to prevent the
bottom layer from sliding/rolling
from under the others. The solution was a metal plate with 16
round indentations, called, for reasons unknown, a Monkey. But if
this plate were made of iron, the
iron balls would quickly rust to it.
The solution to the rusting problem was to make them of brass hence, Brass Monkeys. Few landlubbers realize that brass contracts
much more and much faster than
iron when chilled. Consequently,
when the temperature dropped
too far, the brass indentations
would shrink so much that the
iron cannon balls would come
right off the monkey. Thus, it was
quite literally, cold enough to
freeze the balls off a brass monkey. And all this time, folks
thought that was just a vulgar expression? So we decided to send
this fabulous bit of historical
knowledge to a few intellectual
friends……..The McRobies

Thank you for all your pictures, articles and
help with the newsletter:
Kathy and Roger McRobie, Michael Phillips,
Tim Glaser, Jack Daft, Carol Rowe, Abigail
Reynolds, Chuck Critchfield, Bill and Drema
Snyder, A.J. Hamler, Lisa Johnson and
Donnie Stewart.
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What’s Cookin’……...Civil War Style
Tonya,
Donnie and I will be going to the dance, I will be bringing chocolate cover strawberry and pretzel and yes I looked it up to see if they did have it back then here is a recipe.
"To Make Chocolate"
To each square of chocolate cake allow three jills [two jills=1/2 pint] or a chocolate cup and a
half of boiling water. Scrape down the chocolate with a knife, and mix it first to a paste with a
small quantity of the hot water; just enough to melt it in. Then put it in to a block tin pot with the
remainder of the water; set it on hot coals; cover it, and let it boil (stirring it twice) till the liquid
is one third reduced. Supply that third with cream or rich milk; stir it again, and take it off the
fire. Serve it up as hot as possible, with dry toast, or dry rusk. It chills immediately. If you wish
it frothed, pour it into the cup, and twirl in it the little wooden instrument called a chocolate mill
[like the Mexican "molinillo"], till you have covered to top with foam. Other chocolate recipes
from the same source, but found in the "sick cookery" section.
"Cocoa"
Put into a large sauce-pan two ounces of good cocoa (the chocolate nut before it is ground) and
one quart of water. Cover it, and as soon as it has come to a boil, set it on coals by the side of
the fire, to simmer for an hour or more. Take it hot with dry toast.
"Cocoa Shells"
These can be procured by the principal grocers and confectioners, or at a chocolate manufactory. They are the thin shells that envelope the chocolate kernel, and are sold at a low price; a
pound contains a very large quantity. Soak them in water for five or six hours or more, (it will be
better to soak them all night,) and then boil them in the same water. They should boil for two
hours. Strain the liquid when done, and let it be taken warm.
For those of you who are chocoholics there are two books that deal exclusively with chocolate:
"The True History of Chocolate" by Sophie and Michael Coe, Thames and Hudson, New York,
1996 and "Chocolate Fads, Folklore & Fantasies: 1,000+ Chunks of Chocolate Information" by
Linda Fuller, Haworth Press, NY, 1994. If anyone is interested in a reproduction of the Aztec
chocolate mentioned earlier it is as follows: (Taken from "The Frugal Gourmet Cooks American" by Jeff Smith, William Morrow & Co., NY, 1987. The original recipes were in "The True
History of Chocolate.")
"Chocolate Drink"
2 cups chicken broth, 1/2 tsp. plain cocoa powder, Tabasco to taste, 1/2 tsp. vanilla and 1/2 tsp.
cinnamon. Combine the ingredients and heat.
Submitted by Lisa Johnson
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Hi Tonya --Here is a short blurb for the newsletter - if appropriate, and also to mention in the meeting. Let me
know if you want more. Thanks for all you are doing!……..thanks Phyllis Baxter

Beverly Heritage Days Invites Reenactors
Historic Beverly Preservation will be hosting a 2 day event for Beverly Heritage Days, July 24
& 25, 2010. The event will feature living history, possibly including scenarios of different time
periods represented by our town's history, but focusing primarily on Civil War. We are open to
the possibility of planning a skirmish to represent the Imboden Raid, or one of the other 3 raids
on Beverly, if there is sufficient reenactor interest. We also encourage planned and unplanned
living history scenarios and would like to have a variety of interesting and exciting activities.
There will be no fees, and we will treat you right and make you welcome. We encourage WVRA
to sponsor and/or help plan this event, or at least to put it on your calendar and encourage participation. Beverly Heritage Day has been held every other year since the mid 90s, on alternate
years from the Rich Mountain Reenactment. This year will continue our recent trend of expanding to both Saturday and Sunday activities. The days will also include historic home tours, period music, food, activities, and probably the grand opening event for the Beverly Heritage Center that has been under construction for a number of years. The event is supported by a strong
volunteer community, and we appreciate your continued support and participation. Anyone who
is interested in helping with planning, please let us know. 304-637-7424.

WVRA FAMILY TIDBITS
Tim Glaser is going to start doing a Living History of
Dr. Israel T. Niclin who was a Doctor before the war
in Middleburn who supposedly invented the telegraph
10 years before Morse.
*******************************
Abigail Reynolds and A,J, Hamler both have very interesting books coming out in March. Congratulations
to both of you! It is great to have two WVRA members in the literary world.
***********************************
Jack Daft’s mother is doing great after her cancer surgery. His Dad is out of the hospital and home which
means rotating shifts to help take care of them, but
they are doing much better.
***********************************
Bill Snyder is doing good after his accident. I did give
him a rabbits foot so let’s hope it works.

FIRST WEST VIRGINIA
IS THERE ANYONE IN THE
FIRST THAT DOES NOT WANT
TO BE RE-NOMINATED AS AN
NCO?
Right now I believe the following
have been nominated and confirmed
UNIT REP - Mark Tennant
Captain - Chuck Critchfield
First Sgt - Mark Tennant
Please note, that none of this precludes anyone from nominating
anyone else in the unit for any
other position other than the position they currently have.
Chuck Critchfield
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MODERN DAY TELEGRAM LETTERS
Kind Sir;
If you would please forward to your captains
as you see fit. I am member of a The planning committee for the Annual "Battle of
Jeffersonville" in Tazewell. I am also a member of Chapman's Battery. Our unit is the
Host unit of the Annual "Battle of
Jeffersonville" in Tazewell. I am writing to
extend an invitation to you and yours to attend the 2010 Event on the weekend of the
April 16th, 17th, 18th in Tazewell. The previous events were organized primarily by our
units commandeer Bob McGraw. I saw form
your website that your groups attended some
of the same events we did and some of you
may have known Bob. We lost Captain Bob
to cancer last month. The 2010 Event will be
a memorial Event. We are hoping to have a
large showing from all of our friends and fellow reenactors. If your unit would be interested in attending I can forward registration
information.
Kind Regards;
Yancey E Lockhart
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I'm following Dr. Abby's Place and
think you'll be interested in it as
well. To check it out, follow the link
below:

http://drabbysplace.blogspot.com/
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hi Tonya,
One of the Rowlesburg folks called over
Christmas Holidays to ask the WVRA
if we would again host a one day
Rowlesburg event the first Saturday in
May. They just want the "Battle of
Rowlesburg" only. They say we can
camp overnight and get a free breakfast
at the VFW Sunday morning. I told him
we would have to discuss it and vote on
it…..
Mark
Tennant

To whom it may concern:
My
name is Brooke Dale and I am with the Town
of Fayetteville, Fayetteville WV. I am interested in information about your group and
what your 2010 schedule may have available.
I believe that we have used your group before
during our New River Gorge Heritage Festival
held in July. I am looking forward to hearing
from you.
Thank You,
Brooke L. Dale
Municipal Clerk
Town of Fayetteville
(304) 574-0101 ext. 22
fayettevillebrooke@suddenlinkmail.com
********
Yes our group did an event with you back in the mid 90's. Our
next meeting is in February. If you are wanting to do something
this summer I can bring it up for discussion at our meeting.
Thank you, Tim Glaser
******
Yes, Fayetteville was the site of the famous "snake incident" and "Mad Dog" incident. …..Chuck Critchfield
********
Chuck you should write up that story and tell us about it
sounds very interesting……..Tonya
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I found a great website about civil war ladies Reenactors ..
It has a lot of information for newcomers
http://www.shasta.com/suesgoodco/newcivilians/index.htm
Thanks Lisa Johnson

If anyone has past secretary minutes of
the WVRA please turn them in to one of
the WVRA officers. These minutes should
be passed on from past secretary to the
new secretary every year.

Thanks a Million
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This was sent to me by email and I thought that maybe some of our members
would be interested in it. I know I was until I saw the date and realized I was
already committed to something else….Tonya
Historic Interpreter & Volunteer Training Offered
On Saturday, March 13, from 9 am to 5 pm and Sunday, March 14, from 1 – 5 pm Pricketts Fort will offer basic
training for anyone who is presenting historical information to the public. Learn the background information needed
to be an effective volunteer at the park or just take it for your own interest and enjoyment.
In the first part of the workshop, participants will learn a variety of means to find historical resources within
reach and apply key tests to those resources to help judge their quality. Then students will learn several effective
methods for presenting history to diverse, target audiences. Presenters Doug Wood and Dianne Anestis will provide
insight into turning gems of research into sensory experiences that audiences will remember.
In the second part of the workshop, a variety of speakers will provide an overview of the history and culture
of the 18th c community that is portrayed at Pricketts Fort by our historic interpreters. Topics to be covered include:
Local History; 18th c Clothing; Militias and Longhunters; Traders and Trade Goods, American Indians, Job Prickett
House, Colonial Children, Use of Plants, and Farming and Agriculture. While some of this information will be specific
to Pricketts Fort, much of it can be applied to other historic sites.
This is required training for all new staff and volunteers and is strongly encouraged for all current staff and
volunteers. Cost: PFMF members $27; non-members $30; and students $15. (Free for current PFMF Staff and Volunteers) Fee covers instruction and all materials provided. Bring a brown bag lunch. The workshop will meet in the Visitor Center. Registration is limited. Call the foundation office (304) 363-3030 or register on line at www.prickettsfort.org
through the “Shopping” page.

THANKS A MILLION
From the Bottom of My Southern Heart
Newsletter is off to the mail. Sorry everyone for taking sooo long. I had to give it to a friend to mail for me due
to the fact that I cannot seem to make it in to mail before they close. Jack and I want to thank you for your patience we have had a lot to deal with since the last of September. Jacks Mom and Dad was both in the Hospital
one at Ruby and one at Mon General. You know our luck if it is going to happen it couldn’t be easy and both
be at the same hospital. But we managed. His Dad was in a nursing rehab center and is now home and is taking
some steps on his own but the last stroke seems to have sped up his Alzheimer so he has good days and bad
days. Jacks mom had her Cancer surgery Dec 9 in Pittsburgh. They think they got everything except a little less
than 1% due to the fact that it was close to a major nerve and she is now taking radiation treatments. So everyone has to work schedules to stay with Lewis and to take Edie to the treatments. Thanks for all the prayers,
cards, food, help, understanding, offer of a place to stay in PA, and well wishes. We love you all. I also want to
give out a large heart felt thank you and praise to Carol Rowe and Abigail Reynolds for filling in for Jack and I
to help out Bill Snyder with a presentations at West Milford School . They did a fabulous job and everyone is
singing their praises. Jack and I will probably be replaced now for these presentations, but it is for good reason
they were outstanding.
Now a little warning and please take it with what it is given…..I love you all and never want to see anyone go
through dealing with cancer, strokes or heart problems so please Stop the cigarettes,…. And if you have a knot
come up on you the size of a walnut or smaller and within 2 months it is the size of a grapefruit……
GET YOUR BUTT TO THE DOCTOR !!!!
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United States Volunteers Annual Meeting ……..by Chuck Critchfield
I attended the USV annual meeting on Saturday, January 23, 2010 outside of Harrisburg Pa. I was
representing the 1st West Virginia Infantry. Kevin Skaggs was also in attendance as Lt. Col. of the
First Regiment of the USV.
Let me give you a run down of the major points of Saturday's meetings. In the morning, each individual organization of the USV (3 infantry regiments, artillery, cavalry and sharpshooters) got together to meet. The first regiment staff and many of the line captains and unit captains and some
NCOs met at 8:30 am. The meeting was fairly routine. All of the regimental officers stood for reelection and were unopposed. So Dave Childs remains our commanding officer and Kevin is 2nd in
command. The last year was discussed, including the tent fire at Cedar Creek. As I was only 2
streets away when this happened, it was still fresh in my memory. I will discuss later in my report.
This year's maximum efforts were discussed. The first regiment backed the following events.
{Bentonville, NC - March}. {Neshamminy (NJ) May} { Gettysburg - July 2-5}. {2nd Bull Run, Elizabethtown, PA August 27-29} Cedar Creek.
Discussion about the Confederates leveling their weapons at us came up. This is an age old complaint. My only comment, that we need to police ourselves. Walking behind the lines at Cedar Creek
I repeatedly told soldiers to aim over the heads of the Confederates. There is nothing else that
comes to mind about the regimental meeting.
Next the entire USV got together for the Brigade meeting, presided over by Mike Chambers. Tony
Daniels was re-elected as Brigade commander. A lot of the business was routine, but there were two
topics that I thought deserve to be reported. The 150th anniversary events are coming up. The general feeling at this meeting is that the 150's will generate more interest and membership over the
coming five years. Meetings between the major reenacting groups (USV, National Regiment, Mifflin
Guard, ANV, Longstreet Corps, Vincent's Brigade and other organizations I don't recall) have been
taking place over the past several months to discuss among other things, the upcoming 150th
events. Right now, the following events are planned: 2011 - 1st Manassas in Manassas in Virginia.
Out west it is Wilson Creek (Missouri). 2012 - 2nd Manassas in Manassas, Virginia. Some discussion
is taking place about Antietam and Fredericksburg, but nothing definite. Out west, its Shiloh. 2013 Out west its Chickamauga. Back east, Gettysburg....maybe. Controversy is already swirling around
Gettysburg 150. 2014 - Spotsylvania, New Market, Cedar Creek. Out west, it's Atlanta 2015 - nothing, but some talk about Sailor's Creek/Appamattox.
After the schedule was announced, there was considerable discussion about the Gettysburg 150,
scheduled for the same site, north of town. There are a number of issues that made need to be resolved, primary among those issues is the lack of space. The organizers want a full scale Pickett's
Charge, yet are limiting the reenactment to 13,500.
The brigade safety officer's report generated considerable discussion. First he reported in detail
about the tent fire at Cedar Creek. As reported by this reporter last fall, the requirement that all
fires have bucket of water close by, saved the entire row of tents from going up in flames. Two reenactors suffered 2nd degree burns during the conflagration. It was further recommended that the
use of straw in the external area between tents be discouraged and the regulation 2 feet be maintained between tents. After some discussion about EMT's the brigade safety officer reported that a
recommendation was being made that at all events, every rifle must have a bore light inspection to
ensure there were no objects (minnie ball rings) lodged in the barrel. Now while this is an admirable
recommendation, considerable opposition arose from the floor. Not that we were against being safe,
but the logistics of such a recommendation are prohibitive. So it was tabled for further study.
If any WVRA member has further questions about the meeting, please let me know. Kevin can also
answer questions or make corrections and additions to my report.
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WVRA WEB SITE IN THE WORKS…...INFO NEEDED
Donnie Stewart and I {Lisa Johnson} are using all the information off
the web site...but we need some update information. Of course we
don't have email addresses of people in our group to get in contact
with too get this information. So if everyone could please forward
this information back to us that would help a lot. Here is the list of information needed:
1. The address and contact person and email address to send the
WVRA membership application.
2. Monthly meeting places and time for the WVRA. We know they
are every first Saturday of the month.
3. The 2010 Event schedule for WVRA:
4. Name and address and email address or telephone number of a contract person for each WVRA unit: Tasas, 1st West Virginia infantry,
25Th Virginia infantry, Artillery, Calvary.
5. Information on the units.
6. Some pictures to put up in our photo galley of the groups or past
reenactment etc..
7. And putting the newsletter on the web page
8. Or any information anyone would like to add to the web site please
feel free to email Donnie and I at queendurst2000@yahoo.com
This is what we have so far : Home page.. information taken off website . About WVRA..information taken off web site , Forum..
Events..need information from each group ...Groups..information
taken off web site ….Newsletter..haven't started working on yet have
to get with Tonya Daft…..Maps..information taken off web site
sutlers..information taken off web site …….bylaws..information taken
off web site …..FAQ..information taken web site...photo galley...need
pictures of groups or reenactments.. etc.. equipment..
We will be at the next meeting Feb 6th to go over web site and information ……..thanks Donnie Stewart and Lisa Johnson
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